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Introduction: The Compact Reconnaissance Imag-

ing Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) [1] is a visible 
through short-wave infrared hyperspectral imaging 
spectrometer (VNIR S-detector: 364-1055 nm; IR L-de-
tector: 1001-3936 nm; 6.55 nm sampling) that has been 
in operation on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(MRO) [2] since 2006. Over the course of the MRO 
mission CRISM has acquired mapping data with a vari-
ety of observing modes and data characteristics 
(VNIR/VNIR+IR; ~90/180 m/pxl; multi-/hyper-spec-
tral band selection – Table 1) over a wide range of ob-
serving conditions. The spatial and spectral sampling 
characteristics of the MultiSpectral VNIR (MSV) class 
type and the global coverage density of the accumulated 
MSV product set together make the CRISM MSVs a 
unique and valuable resource for spectral mapping from 
the regional to global scale. 

Table 1. CRISM mapping data acquired through 2020-
006 (01/06/2020). 
 

Acquisition History: The MSV observation class 
type was not implemented at the start of the MRO mis-
sion, and the only other 30 Hz frame rate / 5x cross-track 
binning (~90 m/pxl) data acquisition mode (MultiSpec-
tral Window - MSW) was suspended early in the mis-
sion due to IR cryosystem control interference at the 
high frame rate. However, in early 2012 CRISM IR ob-
serving was restricted to a 25% duty cycle due to cry-
osystem aging, and so it became possible to once again 
acquire 30 Hz / 5x binned mapping data 75% of the 
time. At that time the new CRISM MSV class type was 
established as the primary VNIR-only mapping mode to 
take full advantage of the VNIR-only observing time 
and downlink allocation. With the 75%/25% VNIR-
only/VNIR+IR operational split in place from 2012 – 
2018, and 100% VNIR-only operations since the cry-
osystem was retired in 2018, the MSV global sampling 
density is now superior to that of the mapping class 
types that have been place since the start of the mission. 

Data Characteristics and Calibration: The Multi-
Spectral VNIR (MSV) class type is a bit of a misnomer, 

as it is actually the highest bit rate CRISM mapping 
mode – it has nearly the full CRISM VNIR wavetable 
(90 channels vs. 107 full hyperspectral), but at 5x bin-
ning and a 30 Hz frame rate, rather than the 10x binning 
and 15 Hz frame rate typical of the other primary 
CRISM mapping class types. Mapping data acquired at 
the 30 Hz frame rate pose a unique radiometric calibra-
tion challenge, as it was determined that the non-uni-
formity (flat-field) correction needed to account for sig-
nal-dependent nonlinearity that is not present at lower 
frame rates. The non-linear non-uniformity correction 
currently implemented in the ground calibration pipe-
line [3] is informed by a large collection of Flat Field 
Calibration (FFC) observations acquired over classi-
cally dark and bright terrain (e.g. Syrtis and Arabia), as 
well as the polar caps (very bright over the CRISM 
VNIR wavelength range). With the resolution of the ra-
diometric calibration challenges unique to the 30 Hz 
mapping data, the full CRISM MSV archive (> 80000 
individual mapping strips acquired from 2012-013 
through 2020-006) is being prepared for delivery to the 
PDS Geosciences Node as calibrated radiance on sen-
sor.  

Example Use Case – Jezero Crater and Vicinity: 
The accumulated MSV data set has sufficient coverage 
density to support the construction of radiometrically 
consistent mosaic data products. We are currently 
adapting the existing CRISM mapping data processing 
and mosaic assembly workflow to support the MSV 
data characteristics. To this end we are assembling a ra-
diometrically self-consistent MSV mosaic for a portion 
of the Syrtis Major Mars Chart (MC-13) that includes 
the Mars 2020 rover landing site at Jezero crater. Sub-
sequently, mosaic products will be generated globally. 
A preliminary MSV mosaic for CRISM tile T1250 is 
shown in Figure 1. The T1250 MSV mosaic is con-
structed from 263 individual MSV mapping strips, ac-
quired over nearly eight (Earth) years. The MSV data 
processing and mosaic assembly workflow is described 
in a companion abstract [4]. 

Future Work/Conclusion: The nearly-full-hyper-
spectral sampling of the MSV class type supports a 
number of spectral transforms that have to this point 
only been applied to CRISM hyperspectral targeted 
data. This includes the calculation of a bolometric al-
bedo over the CRISM VNIR wavelength range, and ra-
diometrically ‘compatible’ data products consistent 
with the spectral response of various high resolution 
color and broad-band multispectral orbital and landed 

Class 
Type

Pixel Size 
(m/pxl)

VNIR 
Bands

IR 
Bands

Observations 
[Target IDs]

VNIR 
Segments

IR 
Segments

MSP ~180 19 55 41787 63012 63091

MSW ~90 19 55 2557 2565 2562

HSP ~180 107 154 16419 20119 20176

HSV ~180 107 N/A 54518 84445 N/A

MSV ~90 90 N/A 59021 80906 N/A

Total: 174302 251047 85829
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camera systems (e.g. MRO/HiIRSE, TGO/CaSSIS [5], 
MER/Pancam, MSL/Mastcam [6], etc.). The status of 
the MSV calibration, PDS delivery, data processing, 
mosaicking, and spectral transform efforts will be pre-
sented. 
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